A thought of the day in passing . . .

When the fox gets in the hen house,
The chickens will make him president.
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ENLIGHTENMENT
by Tara

READ AT YOUR OWN RISK . . . for sincere seekers of Truth only!
(Reading may cause shock, death and Enlightenment.)

THE BEST GAME IN TOWN
(But not the only dream)
Segment 6
The nature of law:

~ Reality is what you believe; and what you believe will be true for you.~
Consider this. Although there may be no observable ‘real’ out there, there are some
underlying observable principals that are in operation. There appears to be a universal dream
happening. It is occurring in a collective World Mind. It works by the agreement of all the participants.
And as seen, millions of variations on it are happening concurrently. Each of these
is vying, oftentimes warring, for supremacy --- to own minds, to own the world dream. It is notable, and
important to note it, that the dream form currently in power, be it a religion or other ideology,
considering itself the only ‘real’ and ‘entitled’, will generally ridicule, fight, even kill, anyone who tries
to displace or dispute it.
This is profoundly true of the ‘World Mind' itself, for it is One, though of many parts; and a
World Mind assumes something akin to a 'world ego', containing much the same qualities and behavior
as an individual ego. (The microcosm always reflects the macrocosm.) It will be easier to go along with
this, as well as with the current ruling belief system - and safer.
To be continued
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